Regional brain distribution and binding of the muscarinic receptor agonist CI-979 studied by positron emission tomography in the monkey.
The regional brain distribution and selective binding of the cholinergic muscarinic receptor agonist CI-979 labelled with 11C was studied in rhesus monkeys by means of positron emission tomography. The selective binding was measured as displacement of [11C]CI-979-derived radioactivity following constant-rate infusion of CI-979 at doses of 0.5-10 micrograms/kg/h. An extensive and rapid distribution of [11C]CI-979 was observed to the basal ganglia and temporal occipital cortices, i.e., regions of the brain with a high density of muscarinic receptors. The radioactivity was dose-dependently decreased in cortical regions following infusions of unlabelled CI-979 (0.5-10 micrograms/kg/h), indicating selective receptor binding of [11C]CI-979 in these brain regions. The binding of [11C]CI-979 was unaltered or even higher in the striatum following unlabelled CI-979 infusion. The high densities of autoreceptors in the striatum may explain the inhibitory feedback mechanism on endogenous acetylcholine induced by the muscarinic receptor agonist. Since muscarinic receptor agonists release acetylcholine, the higher releasable pool of acetylcholine in the stratum will induce feedback inhibition of acetylcholine release and less competition between acetylcholine and CI-979 at the muscarinic receptors. This may explain the differences between cortex and striatum in [11C]CI-979 binding. The cerebral blood flow was not changed by the infusion of unlabelled CI-979, supporting the assumption that effects of CI-979 in brain may be due to the interaction with brain muscarinic receptors. Despite a relative rapid clearance of [11C]CI-979 radioactivity from binding in the brain characteristic of a receptor agonist, the radioligand might be useful in positron emission tomography studies to reveal changes in cholinergic receptors and functional activity in Alzheimer patients treated with muscarinic agonists.